2	HOW CAME CIVILIZATION?
they do not grow crops, domesticate other animals, cook,
wear clothes nor draw pictures; these activities, therefore,
when practised by human beings, must be classed as cul-
tural, as must all forms of social organization not found
among apes and monkeys.
There are many forms of behaviour which man has in
common with the apes. Among them are the impulses
towards mating and parenthood; the desire for company; the
tendencies to imitate, to show off, to attack when angry and
run away when frightened; the impulses to play, to hunt, and
to explore. That all these forms of behaviour are instinctive
in animals there can be no doubt, but how far they are
natural in man and how far the result of training is open to
doubt. The desire in man for the company of his fellows,
for example, may be the consequence not of a 'gregarious
instinct5, such as is often postulated, but of habituation to
communal life. Such questions are, however, beside the
immediate point; animals have by definition no culture, and
since their behaviour has never led them to culture, there
can be no reason for believing that the activities which man
shares with them could have led him to culture.
There is no element of culture which is essential to human
existence; men can live on food gathered in a wild state and
eaten raw; a diet of fruit, eggs, and shellfish requires neither
pots nor knives. Many savages have still neither clothes nor
houses, and people when attacked still defend themselves
with sticks, stones, fists, and fingernails. As for social
organization, the loose grouping in extended families, which
obtains among such peoples as the Pygmies and Sakai, seems
to be little different from, and in no way superior to, that
which obtains among the apes.
Since, then, the primary needs of mankind can be satisfied
without culture, it is clear that culture could not have arisen
as a response to human needs. Man's more complex needs
are not the cause but the result of culture. We often speak

